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bucator
LESLEY COLLEGE

March I 0, 1972

Faculty Approves Expanded
January Program
by Mary Grassi

Dr. Orton

President

Looks at

Lesley's Future
by Irma Gamberg
(Editor's note: the Educator ask- The entire Lesley community is
ed Irma Gamberg to interview beginning to react more seriousDr. Don Orton on some aspects ly and with more than mediocre
of the college's future.)
intentions .
The changes in curriculum
The first question that I
requirements
are elements in
posed to Dr. Orton concerned
the Educator. In the twelve positive favor and it is evident
that the faculty, students, and
years that he has been at Lesley,
the best paper so far. He is aware
that the statf is interested in
using the paper as a vehicle for
communication
and for interaction among faculty, administration and students. Dr. Orton
agrees that the paper could
prove to be a positive tie for
members of the Lesley community, and he said he is more than
willing to help with the success
of it.
The increasing improvement
of the paper is also adequate
indication that the students are
beginning to change their attitudes about the importance of
learning, ·Dr. Orton indicated. It
is evident that changes are occur - ~
ring within the minds of faculty,
students,
and administration .

closer together.
The January Program is
another positive change. It is an
"attempt to design the curriculum in terms of a calendar, alloting one mont)l to explore significant intellectual curiosities", Dr.
Orton said.
The building of a new campus has given another boost to
Lesley students, Dr. Oxton said.
Last year there was a marked
increase in transfers: 34% of the
freshman class transferred out of
the college. Whether their lack
of enthusiasm at Lesley was due
to career changes, individual
apathetic attitudes, or disgust
with the Lesley curriculum and
facilities, remains to be seen.
(Please turn to page 4)

During its meeting Tuesday,
the faculty approved a proposal
by the College's Curriculum
Committee calling for expansion
of the January Program to include all students in the college.
The plan, which the com ·mittee
calls the "I 4-4-14 plan" to indicate the breakdown in the num-·
ber of weeks in a school year, is
to take effect in September,
pending approval by the College's Board of Trustees.
The meeting was presided
over by newly elected faculty
chairman David Honick who replaced Jim Slattery. Honick, in
thanking Slattery, praised him
for his "faithful stewards hip. "
The official wording of the
January Program proposal was:
"The Curriculum Committee recommends to the faculty of Lesley College that a ' 14-4-14' program be built into the planning
for the entire College to take
effect, if possible, for all classes
in the fall of 1972; and that the
Curriculum Committee, in cooperation with the College administration, be charged with the

and administration of the program for the coming year."
The Curriculum Committee,
consisting of eight faculty members and four sophomores, made
the recommendation
on the
basis of questionnaires and personal interviews with members
of the freshmen class and several
faculty members. The January
Program involved only freshmen
and graduate students this year.
The freshmen showed nearly
100 percent interest in continuing the January Program, and
the faculty's response to it during their Tuesday meeting indicated that they, too , were greatly favorable.
Some faculty members did
express concern about the speed
with which the faculty agreed to
extend the program.
Paul Fideler noted that the
program "lacks a strong philosophical commitment." On the
same note, Ben Blumenberg
stated that a unified philosophical scheme for the program may
be impossible "because of the
very freedom the progiam of-

Curriculum Study
Committee Hears
Three Views of Lesley

experiences

in

relation

to

the

total educational mission of the
College; calendar and scheduling
considerations, with par ticular
concern for all field experiences

i·:e·::1.,;I·1:r:rz:i%ti%.::~

Elayne Fleishman, this
year's Lesleyan editor, asks
by Bonnie Griffin
that all those interested in
personal contacts with the proLesley, present and future,
being on next year's Lesleyan
was the primary topic of discusfessor, outside of the classroom.
staff please sign the yearbook
sion at the March 2 meeting of Because of the lack of stimulus
sheet in the cafeteria.
in class, Joan believes that the
the Curriculum Study Commit!!li!llll
whole thing (your education at ~r;:~1:nm.ii
tee. Interviewed by committee
Lesley) is whatever you make it. enriching student teaching; conmembers Avis Brenner and Paul
Fideler, were students Sue Kadet
"A lot of the way Lesley is is the sequences of working with a
and Joan Mcfarlane, and faculty
fault of the people here," she dual calendar; lead time for
consideration
of
member Joe Harvey.
said. Sue feels she has attained thoughtful
Sue and Joan, both freshwhat she wants because of the planning by students and facof credit
men, agreed that Lesley's currelationships she has developed ulty; consideration
rent mission was to turn out
with her professors . This wasn't values for a 14-4-14 program;
good teachers. They believed
something that just happened; establishing and clarifying necesshe had to work hard to develop sary and appropriate administrathat changes were needed in the
Lesley College curriculum. Sue them. She sees many girls losing tive procedures; and clarifying
expressed the view that many
out because they _ do not care the meaning of free choice for a
courses are not relative to Les- enough or have enough time to January experience.
The original intention of the
experienced during the work- ley's m1ss10n. Joan felt she develop these personal contacts.
Joan echoed that thought by January Plan was for the student
shop, and then hopefully in the would like to see more educaclassroom, include: Create your tion courses, but also some in- saying "whatever you get out of to experience something new.
own World, Object Focus, I've corporation
of education
in any place, plus or minus; is up to Dr. Don Orton described it as a
"period of self-discovery" - the
got it/You want it (and improvi- liberal arts courses. It was also you."
student should go off on a tansational theatre exercise), fan- important to Joan that room
(Please turn to page 4)
tasy trips, some Gestalt tech- within the curriculum be algent that attracts her and do
niques, ways of dealing with lowed for personal growth.
something she would not have
the opportunity to do during the
anger and anxiety in the classBoth girls found Lesley
room, self-expression through
regular academic year.
"more like a high school than .
clay, building trust in the class- high · school." Sue felt that this
Bill Perry pointed out that
Page
room,
and Experiencing
an was due to the extremely limited
the "greatest changes resulting
Editorial . .. .. ... ......
.2
from the 14-4-14 plan would
Orange . There will also be number of courses offered. Joan
Letters to Editor .. . . ..... 2
occur in the fall and spring
samples of children's reactions
was disappointed because there
Anthropologist 's Corner ... 2
semesters, not so much within
to these exercises and how they was not a heavier emphasis on
On Africa . . .. . .........
3
the January Program itself."
professional education. She felt
apply to curriculum.
.3
Open Education ........
There will be a period of revision
Sandy Cymerman is the co - that there are too many required
Drama Club Release .... .. 3
not only by students, but by
instructor of Core II with Mary · courses, especially for someone
Good Faculty Part II .....
.4
faculty and administration
as
Mindess. She is also an elemen- who is minoring. A wider variety
Weekly Calendar ......
.. .4
well.
tary school teache r in the Welles- of electives, and the opportunity
PIRG . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .4
Jim Slattery asked that the
ley scp.ool system. Ms. Cymer- to take them would give a stuBook Review:
faculty have "faith in the work
man, along with a few col- dent the chance to direct herself
Nixon Agonistes ........
5
of the committee ."
leagues, has developed a Curricu- in a way she desires .
Cullum at Lesley .........
5
In addition to discussion of
Both Joan and Sue have
lum of Awareness Exercises
Junior Core .............
5
the 14-4-1'4 program , a report of
found that much of the stimulus
which has been published.
(Please turn to page 4),
at Lesley must be derived from

Self-Awareness
and Education
The Human Relations Council is currently making preparations for a workshop focusing on
Education, to be held on March
17 and 18 at Rolling Ridge in
North Andover, Mass. The workshop will be led by Sandy Cymerman and ,will be limited to
15 participants. All students are
invited to enroll for this experience that is relevant to our
future professions . There is a fee
of $5 .00 per person.
The workshop will be a
sampling of awareness exercises
designed for teachers to use with
elementary school children. The
purpose of these exercises is to
integrate the affective and cognitive areas of learning into the
educatio n of the total person
(confl uent or humanistic education). Beginning with the self,
we move towards greater understanding of self and others.
Some of the exercises to be

Alec Craig asked whether
the program would involve mandatory participation. Bill Perry,
a member of the ·Curriculum
Committee,
responded
that
"participation would be left to
the students' choice."
Craig also raised the possibility that courses taken during the
four-week
January
Program
might speed up a student's graduation . Catherine Welsh, registra r, replied that "the January
Plan would be part of the academic year, during which a student may not take a course
overload according to regulations. The plan would not be in
addit.ion to the regular year."
The Curriculum Committee,
on the basis of their data, listed
10 factors they said they will
take into consideration in regard
to the program. The factors are:
faculty assignment, work load
and remuneration; quality control of student experience; enrichment of the Lesley January
Program in relation to the variety of opportunities both off
and on campus and at other

Inside ...

EDITORIAL
To The Community:
Nearly all of us are now eligible to vote in both the
current primaries and in November's presidential election.
Most of us plan to exercise this right. But few of us are
prepared and/or qualified to vote.
Voting qualifications extend beyond the limitations of
age, citizenship, literacy. It includes being informed an~
aware.
It is essential to keep ourselves informed about the
candidates' platforms; it is essential to read their statements. Knowledge of the candidates' past records is
important. Listening to others' opinions .of current issues
and solutions, others' feelings concerning the candidates
and their solutions, can be a great help in formulating our
own individual positions.
The right to vote is certainly not The Solution to
national and international strife. Unfailing faith in our
political system is not an essential ingredient of voting.
Perhaps , by voting, we may be able to affect change in
areas that need it, reinforce those areas which need
strengthening. Perhaps not. It's a change, though, and we
can give it a try.
Voting requires the chewing, swallowing, and digesting
of lots of information. The result can be a reasonably·qualified opinion.
"It's time we STOP
Hey, what's that sound,
Everybody look what's goin' down."
Stephen Stills
Gwyn Brown
.
AlltAropolofi1t1 Corller
Turkish Village of pemirc,:iler-Econc;>mic Institution
Ed. Note: This is the 4th in a series of 7 cross cultural studies
done for Peter Seigle 's Cultural Anthropology co11rse.
Nov . 197 1
·
"It seems to me that in this country of America the only
thing that's worth anything is money. But they tell me that even
that's not worth much anymore . So I'm closing my account with
) ~L-
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"When I rmt came here, I looked around me at this big, busy
land and I said, 'Mahmud, you have been asleep your whole life.'
I thought this was the way to live a life-always hurrying; rushing
wildly through the day until you were too tired to think. It's not
. for me, Mr. Kashachek. You've been nice to me and I thank you
for it - this is a nice bank and you've always helped me with
my - my, what you call them - my affairs .
"But it seems to me that my way at home was better than
this. We did things the hard way there, and slower, too, but so
what? Here I push a button on a machine all day long . I push it
fast, sure, or I'd get fired, but what is it for? For money, well
that's not what counts anymore, not to me. So, good-bye, and
thank you."

* * *
March, 1971
"It will take a month to plow these few acres, won't it,
Sudah? A month of careful work. You know, when I got up this
morning and went to the animals, it felt good to be home, little
brother. Here , I can grow my own food, and work my own
land-ah ,our own land . It's as much yours as mine, Sudah.
"I think sometimes, when I wake up, of America and what
life is like there. It's faster than you can imagine, and it's
crowded, too, with everyone rushing in the morning to their jobs.
They think they are successful when they have a lot of money,
but you know, most of the time they have to first take it from
someone else.
"Americans believe in competition, and they ~truggle to
defeat each other every day of their lives. There are so many poor
people in America , Sudah. No, ifs true - many are much poorer
than we are. They don't get help , but they get some money from
the government, and they feel ashamed to take it .
"Ther .e's no room there , either , and everyone is buying land
~ow, ..because they say it's the best thing they can do with their
money. What was I supposed to do?-Push a button for twenty
years so I can save money to buy land? I have land here. And
together, Sl!d~h, we will ,make something ·df this land . 13ef's get
going, little brother
THE EDUCATORSTAFF
Lesley College I 972
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editors of the Educator:
In your edition of the Educator February 11, 1972 you
published an article by Dr. Leslie
Oliver entitled How to Build a
Good Faculty
in which Dr.
Oliver expressed his point of
view on that question. Within
the article it was strongly implied that the administration has
used last year's NTL-Group
course ratings against faculty
members and maintains those
ratings in dossiers. As coordinator of the NTL-Group I was
certain that this was false and
wrote a memorandum to the
members of the faculty assuring
them tp.at the NTL-Group has
lived up to its word that those
ratings were given only to the
individual faculty members concerned. The memorandum requested also that the charge be
either proven or retracted.
Subsequently I have spoken
with Dr. Oliver about the matter. He claims that, though he
would not accuse the NTL group
of dishonesty, he still has evidence that the ratings have been
used. Further, he claims that he
can not reveal his source for the
evidence.
This
leaves the
NTL-Group publicly accused but
unable to defend itself, a situation that many of us are familiar
with on the national scene, but
one in which the major role has
' usu~ly been · pla~ed by J . Edgar
Hoover or Joseph McCarthy
rather than by a man of 'or.
Oliver's acknowledged humanity
and sensitivity.
I have done some further
checking and am more certain

faculty
member
concerning
whom unfavorable -data is held anywhere,
in any form - is
(secretly) "accused but unable
to defend" himself, since he may
not even know the data exist;
nor does he know who his accusers are . It seems to me that the
Group are able to defend themselves and are doing so quite
publicly in Jim's memo to the
faculty and in the letter above.
The accused faculty member, of
course, has no such recourse.
That any such unfavorable
data should be collected in a
small, tight community
like
ours, and should be kept so
hermetically sealed that there is
no danger of revelation in any
form, is quite difficult to believe. When Jim has lived as long
as I have he will have learned
that fact about human nature.
Meantime, he should not be too
surprised if there are le.aks or
loss by osmosis, and he should
be less surprised if people are
suspicious that such osmosis occurs .
One final word, which I
promised Jim I would say. I do
not suspect Jim of deliberately
releasing the data to the administration. I am criticising his judgment in this matter, not his
honesty.
Sincerely,
Les Oliver
Dear Editor:
I wish to respond to the
long piece "How to Build a
Good
Faculty ," which you
printed in your February 11
issue. The effort deserves both
hearty congratulations and some

than ever that the administration

negative criticism. You are to be

could not have had available to

complimented for including so

much substance on an important
it any of the NTL survey data.
The only public information was internal issue at the College.
rating by department and the Printing it unsigned was a mistake. I assume the author's name
four top-rated courses . I believe
that
whatever
evidence Dr. was omitted accidentally rather
Oliver has would tum out to be than deliberately.
With clarity and style the
mistaken if it were examined in
author reminded us of the centhe light of day. The NTL-Group
tral importance of recruiting a
wishes to assure the faculty once
again that we are trying to dis- superior faculty and here we f an
do better. Well done so far! But
cover ways in which we can help
faculty to improve instruction
human nature being what it is,
through the use of surveys. Pre- thank God, judgments are fallisently we are inviting participable . A great faculty , for Lesley
tion in another survey; this is or any other place, f annot be
one which is statistically more
achieved just through inspired
reliable 11!).done which will be hiring and through generously
scored outside of Lesley. Even nurturing, laissez faire, all of
the NTL-Group will have only
those so hired. There will be
batch data available to it and mistaken judgments to be corinstructors' scores will be sent
rected. Correcting these mistakes
directly to instructors by the
must be faced responsibly by
scoring agency.
faculty colleagues and students
Dr. Oliver and I have agreed
as well as by administrators .
that we do not agree on this Facing up to this requires armatter, and he too will write a rangements for cooperative perletter to the Educator. Disagree- formance evaluation which seem
ment in opinion adds spice to a to have been rejected by the
'· · ·
friendship,
disagreement
over author.
important f~ct; -leaves an unDeveloping
a superior
faculty also requires arrangepleasant taste. Les's and my
friendship will survive, but I ments for the in-service education of those carefully hired.
truly wish this situation had
' Cont i nuing . professional and perbeen avoided. ~ · ' ·" - ' ·
sonal growth is probably the ohe
Sincerely,
characteristic which differentiJames J. Slattery
Coordinator, NTL-ARG ates the superior teacher from
the teacher who is merely good.
To the ,Editors of the Educator:
Presumably an institution devot- '
In ·answer to Jim Slattery's
letter above: I must, as I told ed to education can find means
him orally, keep to myself the to "educate" the faculty in ways
exact nature of my data and my other than having greater numbers in a department. Teachers
sources. For the embarrassment
that may cause _ Jim and the grow from fumbling neophytes
to competent professionals when
NTL-group ,' I am personally
sorry, but stand on my rights as the conditions are right. If we
a person and as (at least a quasi-) really have something to teach
then selection cannot be the
journalist. This leaves the group,
entire answer to superior perforJim says, " publicly accused but
mance.
unable to defend itself." The
The author diminished an
essence of what I was saying in
otherwise outstanding composimy original article was that any

tion when, without evidence, he
indicated that the NTL Action
Research
Group had given
faculty evaluation data to the
administration. (He also stereotyped
all administrators
as
"brass," a cheap bit of name
calling he probably would not
countenance in his students.)
None of the line administrators
concerned (Don, Elmer, Bob or
I) have seen last year's NTL
Action Research Group data. It
was at best careless to say .that
we had. We did not see the data
because those conducting the
project designed it that way.
However, for_ another time perhaps the data should be made
available to the faculty-student
committee concerned with retention and promotion and to
those administrators directly involved. Why not? Surely personnel decisions should be based ,
upon the soundest and broadest
data possible.
Respectfully submitted,
George L. Miller
Dear Editors:
At present one half the
Junior class is out student teaching five days a week. When we
return from hours of standing on
our feet trying to make children
understand
that 2 + 2 does
indeed equal 4 or that fighting
never solved anything we have a
few hours of classes to attend.
Why must we have a 14 hour
day? Well,' you see, juniors have
only three courses that are opened for eight weeks to choose
from. Wouldn't it be a bit more
realistic to have more courses
run for eight weeks so that when
we have to student teacll w.e
could devote more time and
enthusiasm to it? After all we're
only human and being human it
is totally impossible to awaken
at 6 A.M., be at school by 8,
teach till either 12 or 3 (depending op whether you're in microteaching or specializing), come
back for classes from anywhere
from 1 hour to 4 hours, going
home to plan tom ·orrow's lessons, and doing homework without feeling totally exhausted. No
wonder we all look like droopy
eyed Dianna. Can't something be
done to alleviate the overabundance of work we student
teachers are facing?
I'm proposing more eight
week courses to be opened for
Juniors so we could devote more
time and effort to planning lessons and analyzing our teaching
experiences for the day. Isn't
that what Lesley College is all
about?
Sincerely,
Gaile Larsen '73
To t~~ ~ditor: _
.
..,. "Life , Libert-¥, and the pursuit of Happiness" is guaranteed
to each individual. In order to
achieve these three rights we
1
'mhst t~Wettdi\.e
~n 8t her, granting the ability to act upon these
rights . But we must not infringe
ourselves upon each other for if
we 'do we are denying the respec;t each deserves concerning
his libertjes.
'
As adults we attempt to
shape · our respect in accordance
with ~ach other. We allow individuals to feel, desire, and believe a's one deems necessary. If
we believe strongly in something, we · attempt
to sway
others, but hopefully not forcing
someone into a feeling or position unwanted. If we did, no
longer would we respect, ourselves included.
(Please turn to page 3)
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(Continu ed from page 2)

thing that is different from what
I want . I develop many ideas and
special interests this way.
I would really like to know
how others feel about this. If
they feel that this is important
they should speak out now for if
enough care, something can happen. Thank-you.
Lisa Canner '75
Commuter

Page 3

The Africa We Don't Know
(Editor's Note : Richard Samuels
is a Junior at Colgate University
majoring in Political Science. We
have asked him to be ·a guest
feature writer for this wee.k 's

When it comes to children
we all too often seem to forget
that they are persons and deserve our respect just as an adult
does. They deserve and need to
build upon many choices, many
tions
(traditionally
called
experiences, in order to build
Knews) were formed, and they
independent characters . We have
paraded at Mardi Gras as well as
no right to force any child to To the Editor:
participated in gala balls in la
feel or believe as .we do, for if so
I am a native of New Or- haute societi. Today, there are
we are inhibiting them . I do feel leans, and, indeed, as your re- 60 carnival Knews, each of
we, as adults, should guide them cent article on Mardi Gras vivid- which has a ball, and 30 of
and show them many choices .
ly conveyed, the festive days ( or which · have parades . Because of
Giving a child the respect to should I say daze) of carnival this expansion, Mardi Gras is
choose among alternatives, he represent to many the Greatest
now considered officially to last
has the opportunity
to build Free Show on earth. There is from January 6, the last day of
upon his strengths, lessen his just a slight correction I'd like to Christmas, when the first balls
weaknesses. He is able to mold offer. The author of your article begin, up until Mardi Gras day,
his independence and his capa- mentioned that the holiday lasts
Shrone Tuesday, two and a half
bilities to a greater extent than if for one week beginning this year to three months later . The
he were told what to do.
on February 8 and lasts until
parades begin ten days before
As we need, a child needs Mardi Gras day (this year Febru- the climactic day-and by Fat
respect in order to grow, to gain ary IS). Actually, Mardi Gras Tuesday, people in costumes are
a great sense of personal identity
originated back in the late dancing in the streets, watching
and understanding . As future
1850's when a group of college parades and people, and, as your
teachers I feel it necessary that
students in New Orleans decided article accurately described, just
we give this respect.
to parade through in a last fling having a great time!
Maryjane Heymann '73
Malcolm Friedman
before the period of Lent.
Dear Editor:
Harvard
Eventually,
carnival organizaI would like to comment on
Bonnie Griffin's article on "Curriculum Study Committee" in
the February 25th issue of this
paper. I feel that she has touch_
by Phyllis Klein
ed upon a very important point
which must be repeated and
(Editor's Note : This past fall finding out something for themhopefully seriously considered
Phyllis Klein joined the Educa- selves. There is a passion, an
by the committee.
tion Faculty of Lesley College.) intensity in an intellectually
Passing the bulletin board
open classroom that can hardly
near the gym nearly everyday I
A hypothetical question on be characterized as relaxed or
keep noticing the small invita- the National Teachers Examina- non-structured : people are graption to talk about Lesley's cur- tion: "Which of the following pling with problems that are
rent mission. Evecy time I notice
best describes an open class- worth solving; they are looking
for many answers to a single
it I wonder what could Lesley's room?
mission be for the next ten A. The desks are arranged in problem; they are not afraid of
being wrong because wrong
rows.
years? It is really something
which is hard to foresee. I al- B. The desks are arranged in answers help find right answers;
they listen to eacli other because
fl
nam s on
arranged.
ideas of substance. In sum, they
everyday that l would really like
care.
to help but couldn't think of D. There are no desks."
The awesome responsibility
The terms open classroom,
anything to say.
Bonnie
Griffin's article process learning, informal educa- for setting up such an environtion, open structure, and others ment lies with the teacher. And
really perked me up. Her ideas
were very good. I think she has have been bandied about with that teacher must be more than
considerable glee these days. a person who likes children or
touched upon the main reason
There are courses, workshops, who is good at clas$room
why Lesley has so many unsatisfied, transferring students. Talk- tours, films, articles, and doc- management. I have seen teachtoral theses on open education;
ers who with merely blackboard
ing to many of these people
myself I find in general the . there is even an institute near and chalk and good minds
Lesley devoted to open educa- ("traditional," if you will, in the
reasons are all the same. "I'd like
tion, offering advanced degrees very best sense) do superb jobs
to work with kids, but not in the
in the subject. Though very few in creating stimulating environclassroom."
persons I've spoken to agree on a ments. I have seen well-trained
It is true as Bonnie suggests,
definition, open education has "modern" teachers who with
the college should offer a curriccome to represent to its propon- materials, media, and good inulum preparing them for other
ents all that is good, free, and tentions promulgate trivia. (One
jobs. The classroom isn't the
democratic; it has come to can, of course, find examples
only place in the world to work
signify the antithesis of structure
and counterexamples in every
with children! That is how I'm
beginning to feel lately. Most of
or content orientation. I shudder school, which is a danger of
my courses are so "classroom"
at the stereotype of an open, pigeonholing.)
oriented . Yes, it is important but
smiling teacher who acts as
No one will argue the point
there is more to life, and the
"facilitator," adeptly setting out that schools need teachers who
curriculum as it stands now is
materials, distributing . activity can set up humane and eniotionnot providing for these needs.
cards, and admiring block struc- ally healthy environments. But
A change like this could be
tures, while focusing on her smil- Schools also need teachers who
extremely beneficial to the stuing students who go about the know subject matter and who
dents. Not only would they be
business of deciding whether to can think. They need teachers
able to receive a well-balanced
feed the gerbils or measure their who can make their classrooms
shoelaces. It is all relaxed and intellectually
inviting places,
education but would benefit
non-threatening, both to teach- where the natural enthusiasm
from the "new interests" incorers and students. ("I simply and curiosity of students are
porated in the curriculum. Let
must be placed in an open class- enc!?uraged and kept strong.
me explain.
room," says a Core I student. "I Open education cannot be definWhen I walk into White Hall
lounge and look around I see a can't bear the thought of being ed solely in terms of cardboard
with a traditional teacher.")
furniture, gerbils, or individual
lot of girls who are all becoming
Open education, I would progress kits. Nor can it be
classroom teachers. These girls
share the same interests. A cur- maintain, has little to do with defined solely by programs that
riculum satisfying different areas seating arrangements, the avail- allow students and teachers to
of child education provides for a ability of "multi-media mat- interact with honesty and sensierials" (what a horrid phrase!) or tivity. Classrooms must be places
more
interesting
ex.change
even
schedules that permit where people come together to
among students.
This could
broaden the scope of the class- children to choqse what they . explore ideas that are worth
will learn . What it does have to learning. The question has never
room teacher's experience too.
She may become exposed to
do with is intellectual openness. been one of content versus prodifferent but related areas that
Students at any level ought to be cess . Our efforts must be
would be important to her as a free to pursue interesting ideas, directed toward the larger task :
teacher in understanding
the
to explore materials and argu- how to combine freedom and
needs of children . I personally
ments, to follow their intuitions,
humaneness in the classroom
find it very interesting to talk to
and to share with others the with genuine intellectual subsomeone who wants to do some- excitement
that comes from stance.

Toward a New Definition
of Open Education

by Richard J. Samuels
Educator . Mr. Samuels spent the
month in Ghana, Africa studying
Ghanaian Politics qt the University of Cape Coast.)
Africa is an incredible place.
It is an enormous continent with
a greater land mass than North
America,
Western
Europe,
Japan, Oceania, and much of the
Middle East combined. It is a
land of great cultural diversity,
and physical beauty, but it has
been very difficult for us as
Americans to ever fully appreciate the people and the excitement of this land. The most
disturbing aspect of African Studies in this country is the appalling state of the collective American relationship to Africa.
Harold Isaacs is a professor
at MIT, and in 1958 he wrote a
book entitled Scratches on Our
Minds, concerning the origin and
the nature of the image Americans harbor about China and
India. We can extend this study
to an Africa that also has had
more than its share of cultural
distortions. We find that in the
minds of many Americans, and
the "enlightened intellectuals"
are no exception,
that the
images of Africa depicting it as
an immense dark jungle with
natives and monkeys still persists. I was warned before I left
by a very well meaning relative
to "stay away from the bush"
and not to get "too close to the
natives." We see Africa as an
undeveloped
teeming forest,
with pygmies running about
with the lions and tigers. Stereotypes are not usually complete
fabrications, and often they do
tell us partial truths. But Africa
is a very complex whole, and

although there are to some extent all of tne things mentioned
above, the image of the African
entirety is clearly distorted beyond an accurate representation
when we begin to involve ourselves in this kind of image
construction .
Professor Isaacs points out
that the educational system as
well as the mass media ha,ve
done an enormous disservice to
Americans as well as to those
who have been distorted. We can
all remember seeing at one time
or another a movie about a safari
in Africa. Always the natives
were getting "restless," were
frightened, or were savages incapable of meaningful dialogue.
They were always subservient to
the Great White Hunter, to
Bwana, to the fearless warrior .
We learned in school that Africa
was the "Dark Continent," and
that the Belgians "owned" the
Congo, and that Africa had no
culture, no heritage other than
the one bestowed by the wonderful colonaisl who were benevolent enough to "prepare" the
countries for independence before they pulled out. I only wish
that I could honestly say that
these days are over, that we are
now being presented an honest
picture of Africa, but it is not
so. It is not so because the press
in this country is too involved
with partisan politics to be objective with regard to Africa.
On January 13 of this year
there was a military coup d'etat
in Ghana. Prime Minister Kofi
Busia was replaced by a military
council headed ·by Colonel I.K.
Acheampong. I was in Ghana
(Pleaaeturn to page 6)

Prepares for Opening
The Drama Club of Lesley Bob McGee. Bob also was a lead
College is preparing for the New player in Lesley's Three Pen_ny
England Premiere of a play writ- Opera.
ten by Mary Feldhaus-Weber, a
Technical work for both
poet, playwright and filmmaker. plays is being coordinated by
Ms. Feldhaus-Weber was original- Marjorie Wechsler, aided by Gail
ly from St. Paul, but is currently
Kaufman and Deidre Pangaro.
working at WGBH TV in Boston. Stage managers include: Jody
The play, The World Tipped McCarty, Paula Swig, Marlene
Over, and Laying On Its Side, is Jaffie, and Beth Zatuchni, all
a brief but penetrating theatre students at Lesley.
piece illustrating one man's batVan Hallie's surrealistic portle with his soul and the deter- trait of American life is given a
ministic forces within his life.
new dimension with the addition
On the same bill with Ms. of mixed media. Original film
Feld!J.aus-Weber's-play, there will sequences
shown on three
be a revival of Lesley's mixed- screens above and around the
media production of Interview,
stage, plus full sound and light
by Jean Claude Van Hallie. Les- show effects, augment the perley's production won national
formance of the live actors . Art
recognition in Theatre Crafts Wood, Boston painter and memMagazine when it was produced ' ber of the faculty of the Rhode
at Lesley in the 1968-1969
Island School of Design, is conseason.
tributing animated film passages
The plays will be presented
and drawings for slides. Frank
at the Lesley-Ellis auditorium,
Galvin, Cambridge filmmaker
34 Concord Ave.; the produc- and faculty member of the Ortion dates are set for March 16, son Welles Film School, is pro17, 18, 22, and 23.
viding the technical design of the
Featured in the cast of The show-sound scoring, film editWorld Tipped Over and Laying ing, special effects. Additional
On Its Side are: Janice Clark, film sequences are being made
Deidre Pangaro, and Cynthia by Jeanne Youngson, New York
Bencal, all students at Lesley. filmmaker, and George Linzee,
Jonathan Earle, a junior at Har- an undergraduate in Visual and
vard, and David Siegle fill the Environmental Studies at Harmale roles in the prod1:1ction. vard.
David Siegle held a lead role in
Botlt pieces are directed by
Lesley's production of Three Albert Brower of the Lesley
Penny Opera, presented two Drama Department.
years.
The main themes of both
Women feamred in th.e cast plays are universal, but each play
of Interview are: Eugenia Zane- carries out its individual theme
tos, Jean Linzee, Mary Fitz- with a new, insightful approach.
gerald, and Cynthia Bencal, all This double bill is certain to
students at Lesley. Male roles are provide
the audience with
played by: Jonathan Earle, Jona- powerful sensory and emotional
than Siegle, David Siegle, and entertainment.
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Howto Builda GoodFacuity
by Leslie M. Oliver

·---:--

(The first installment of
"Ho_w to Build a Good Faculty"
appeared
in _The Educator
anonym ously, th ough I did not
intend to hid ~ my identity . I
strongly believe that every person should speak openly, no _t
hiding his face behind any mask.
If he doesn't want it known who
is speaking, he should keep
silent . But it was an honest error
of editor or printer; and since
many people - perhaps most recognized my style and manner,
no particular harm was done.
The Educator's apology was unnecessary but gracious.)
The points I made in that
first installment were that recruiting good scholar/teachers is
a sine qua non; a stream cannot
rise above its source. And here at
Lesley that vital necessi.ty is not
consistently well done . I pointed
out the desirability of an equitable salary scale , arrived at by
open negotiation. And I expressed strong doubts about the feasibility
of any
merit-rating
scheme, at least in the present
state of the art and the present
lack of confidence of faculty in
administration.
A number of points are still
to be made under the general
heading of how to keep good
teacher/scholars and draw their
best from them. Very important
is the matter of work-load . Our
standard is twelve hours per
week in the classroom. This is an
~ exceedingly rough measure. One
teacher - may have two courses
with two se;fums -each meeting
three . times per week. He has
two

"-pre-parations"

to

make.

Another may have, as I customarily have had, four distinct
courses. Such a person has four
preparations to make. Not all
courses require the same amount
of work by the instructor. If a
course is changed every time it is
taught-as ideally it should bePresident
(Continued from page I)

l.

-

-

With the improvement in facilities and the building of a new
campus, Dr. Orton said he is
already noticing a marked decrease in the contagious negativism that debilitated the campus last year.
Dr. Ortori himself feels the
need for specific changes. For
instance, he suggested, instead of
having the student taking five
courses, three credits each, she
should take only four courses,
each having four credits. This
would ease the student's work
load and allow for deeper
breadth of interest. Dr. Orton
also suggests that there should
be a greater course selection
with more electives open. However, he said the only danger in
having , more electives is that
there would be a difficulty in
filling each class and there would
be a need for more professors .
As for a horoscope of Lesley's future, Dr. Orton feels that
-quality will pay off in the long
run . He is extremely satisfied
with Qie faculty. "Financial .assistance fr om alumnae, industries, foundations ·and parents
indicate a bright fu ture," · he
said.
Regardmg student job placement last year, 90 percent of
those seeking teaching positions
were placed , Dr. Orton noted :
"With that statistic in mind, we
are off to a fine start ," he said .
"The consumer of the Lesley
product has a positive image."

or if a course is new - and if we
have no new course we are
shrivelling on the vine- the se
new or changed courses require a
great deal of time and thought in
preparation. Yet those who assign the work-loads seem to give
no thought to these inequities.
Inevitably these heavy loads
have an effect on the quality of
the teaching. A set of notes may
have been fine for last year's
classes. This year they'll have to
serve again, though conscience
says they should be scrapped
and the whole course re-thought
and re-strucfured. I guess the
ideal would be that every course
should be prepared for as if you
were teaching it for the first
time . With our present loads,
that's not possible. The conscientious teacher does his best,
but he knows it could be still
better ; and he fears that no one
in the upper echelons knows or
gives a damn whether he is doing
well or ill. Certainly, there is no
one - as surely there would be in
a truly humane · setup - to whom
the overworked teacher can go
to negotiate an adjustment of his
work-load.
Of course the twelve hours
in the classroom are not all. We
need not list all the ancillary
duties - preparing, administering
and evaluating examinations,
conferring with students and fellow-faculty, and so on almost
endlessly. Most massively, there
are the c_ommittee assignments.
These have become almost unbearably heavy at Lesley. There
would be no point in counting
them -;--fo r -t hey

proliferate

con-

selves, but also by some continuing central committee responsible to the all-college faculty, and
those whose usefulness has declined should be ruthlessly chopped out or re-organized; and
two , all committees should be
drastically reduced in size, and
every member of every committee should feel that his constituency is the whole community.
Three is almost the ideal number
for a committee . Two in some
minor cases would be still better.
Four is a bearable number desirable for some jobs. The present committee for the study of
tenure began with 13 members-a monstrously over-stuffed
body heavy with brass, and almost certainly destined to produce results that will be unsatisfactory for just about everyone .
No one on tile committee represents the community ; every
member has a lesser constituency, and some are obviously
out not to study tenure but to
destroy or cripple it. Others are
just as obviously determined to
defend it. Two or three judicious
temperaments endeavor to s·ee
both sides, but their voices tend
to be lost . I believe a small
committee-say four people, one
trustee, one student, one tenured faculty and one untenured
-could work faster and better,
with less acrimony and more
balance, and have a good chance
of doing a better job than we
shall do.
To sum up what I'm saying
about committee
assignments
for faculty: a well planned systern of committees

is very neces-

Dr. Leslie Oliver
portunity to get into education,
Curriculum study
but not necessarily teaching. As
(Continued from page I)
Sue later brought up the few as one quarter of the stuquestion of Lesley becoming a dents would be going into teachco-educational
college. She ing .
senses a limited viewpoint is
He foresees a more inteoffered here because of the ab- grated and congruent curricusence of male students. If Lesley lum, organized in terms of inis the best school for education, .terest centers rather than departwhy deny the , best from those ments. This would help to nurmen who are interested?
ture a reverence and love for
Interviewed
during the learning . In addition to this, Joe
second part of the meeting was would like to see an end to the
education faculty member Joe distinction made between the
education faculty and the liberal
Harvey. When he was questioned
as to what Lesley's current mis- arts faculty . The distinction is
not a creative one, from the
sion was, he replied , "supplying
adequate to excellent teachers viewpoint of the individual or
the institution. He feels this disfor white middle class suburban
schools." He sees two elements tinction creates a "schizophrenic
creating good teachers: 1) skills , learning situation for students ."
familiarity with curriculum and Joe believes that Lesley does
materials, and practice; 2) the _ have the potential to change .
enthusiasm
of someone who The present staff would be capaloves learning and being in a ble of creating the institute he
situation where learning is taking invisions. Also, a small college is
place. Number two is something ideal for innovations. For Lesley
that can't be learned, he said, to develop further, he would like
and you can't make up for it to see people use themselves and
through number one.
others. As of now, people are
The Lesley of the future to limited and not using their full
him is a small four-year college potential. We aren't providing
that functions more like an insti- ourselves with the opportunities
tute.

The focus

of this institute

to

teach

ourselves

or

one

suy if faculty is to take part in would be on the learning pro- another.
The ideas expressed at the
cess. It would look at education
governing
the communityfrom a wide variety of stand- meeting were extremely interestwhich they must do for the sake
of institutional health ; but com- points . Such things as architec- ing and valuable. They offer
hope for the Lesley of the
mittee assignments can easily be- ture , sociology, anthropology,
come an intolerable burden, and literature, art, media, and tech- future. It is hoped that all memtherefore committees must be nology could be explored in bers of the Lesley College Comregulated in size and function . relation to the learning process munity will seize the opporand education . At a school like tunity to · express themselves,
And faculty must be courageous
this people would have the op- soon.
enough to say no to proposed
committee memberships; a cerProgress re: PIRG
student
endorsement
of the
tain amount of resistence in this
The
Lesley
PIRG
(along
PIRG
concept.
matter would make the whole
Dean Miriam Ritvo has exwith other chapters in other
thing healthier.
colleges in the Boston area com- pressed enthusiasm for Lesley's
Good working conditions
prising Mass. PIRG East) has affiliation with Mass. PIRG East,
are as important as a reasonable
made much headway in solicit- as have many faculty members.
quantity of work . What constiAfter the anticipated endorse tutes good conditions will vary ing support from the student
ment is attained, it is planned to
from individual to individual. We body.
The petition drive held on formulate
programs enabling
may swiftly name some things
campus the past three days has Lesley students to begin original
that would appear on most
shown interest in Mass PIRG research on projects (i.e. biopeople's lists : decent classrooms,
decent offices where one can East amongst almost 50% of the logy, women's concerns, etc.)
Lesl_ey student community. Aim- for possible credit through regwork and meet students . In the
ing for at least 70 %, the drive ular classes, independent study,
lower echelons of the faculty,
and seminars. Not only would
office arrangements are, shall we will continue until next week .
With student and Admini- these programs spur the progress
say, sketchy. Far more imporstration endorsement, a nominal
of PIRG, but students would
tant are some immaterial things.
fee of $2.00 per semester will be benefit by satisfying course reIt is important that the teacher
added to each student's bill. Any quirements-conscientiously
and
be able to respect those above
student
who
does
not
wish
to
productively
.
him in the administration. He
For more information conwill ~e given a
should be able to recognize, be- participate
. neath the brass hat, the mind of prompt refund. Students who tact:
sign any of the petitions will not Sue Glaser - Jenckes Hall
January Program
a good scholar/teacher. There
be obligated in any way. The Ellen Meisel- Wendell Hall
(Continued from page 1 )
are few things quite so demorathe Curriculum Study Commit - lizing as the feeling that the petitions will merely indicate the Gail Urbas - White Hall
WEEK.LY CALENDAR
tee was given by Avis Brenner. people above you in the hierMon.,March 13
6:00-7:00
ExerciseClass(open)Gym
She said that during the Thurs- - archy of power are not your
6 :30 pm
SGA Meeting Cambridge Hall
day afternoon weekly meetings, own intellectual equals, do not
Tues., March 14
1:00-3 :00
Education Faculty Meeting
the committee had heard ideas know you, do not understand
Thurber
l
from a number of faculty . "The your work, and don't really care .
7:00-9:00
Council
On
Student Life
committee has been fascinated
I know that this is so, because
Wolfard Room
with the quality of ideas it has I've felt this way often in the
7:30-8 :30
Intermediate
Modern
heard," she said.
last ·ten years, and increasin~y
Dance
Gym
Ms. Brenner also reported
so in recent times.
8: 30-9 :30
Beginner Modern Dance Gym
· that the Board of Trustees had
Equally important to most
Exercise Class (open) Gym
6:00-7:00
Wed., March IS
recently approved two City of teacher/ scholars is true academic
Handbook Comm .
Thurs., March 16 1:30-3 :00
Cambtjdge scholarships.
freedom. This college puLllicly
Wolfard Room
Also announced at the fac- subscribes to the AAUP code of
Exercise Class (open) Gym
6
:00-7:00
ulty meeting were the elections
academic freedom, and this is
7:30-9 :30
Jan Bumstead
of Jennifer Page and David better than nothing . But it is a
Health Education Comm.
Honick to the Committee on timid, halfway thing, so written
White Hall Lounge
(Please turn to page 6)
College Governance.

tinuously. And · numbers mean
little here, for some committees meet long and often, some only
a<;casionally and perhaps briefly.
Committees have tended to
be large at Lesley. The rationale,
I think, was that as nearly as
possible every segment of our
population
should be repre sented on every committee .
Since we have many · segments
we have big committees. I see
the beginning of a countertendency recently : the new Curriculum Study committee will
have a total membership of four
when the student member is
elected; the new Committee on
College Governance is of very
moderate size.
The conscientious scholar/
teacher · would not want to be
left out of all committee assignments. This system is one of the
ways in which he can actually
take part in the governance of
the college -c an at least in a
small way -influence the direction the colle ·ge moves. Two
things should be seen to : one, all
the committees should be frequently re-evaluated by them-
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The Meaning of Nixon
by Paul Fideler

Nixon Agonistes, by Garry Wills,
Houghton Mifflin Company, 602
pp ., $10;
New
American
Library, $1.50.
The credibility
of Presidential electoral politics has
- been low in recent years. The
dip began in 1965 when Lyndon
Johnson reversed his campaign
promises of 19 64 and sent
American boys to fight an
Asians' war . It reached its nadir
in the spirit-numbing campaign
of 1968 in which Richard Nixon
narrowly
defeated
Hubert
Humphrey. Joe McGinnis in The
Selling of the Presiden t 1968
showed how a cynical use of
television to re-cycle and peddle
a "New Nixon" image to a vulnerable public turned out to be
the most significant tactic of the
Nixon
campaign.
McGinnis'
book is important and should be
read and reflected upon.
Yet, to appreciate fully the
importance of what transpired in
the election of 1968 requires a
more ambitious task than the
one McGinnis set for himself. It
was left for someone to attempt
to correlate Nixon, the man and
professional politician , to the
American political tradition and
the juncture it had reached in
1968 . This is whtat Garry Wills
has sought to do in Nixon Agon0istes. The Yale trained classicist
turned freelance author and political analyst has succeeded at his
large task remarkably well.
The 1968 election was more
than a "heist" in which Nixon

had dabbled
with
colonia). war in Southeast Asia, program
socialist ideas. Nixon was pecuand the rejection of the market
liarly capable of taking on Voorplace mentality and its politics
giving him any
by an increasing number of his without
quarter for his record as a
Americans requires considerable
humane reformer. The Depresseffort indeed. Thus Nixon's
struggle, his agon, and that of his ion and the New Deal had made
virtually no impression on the
silent majority constituents.
Inevitably Nixon and his fol- young Nixon. For him, history
lowers fall into a pattern of ended in 1924 with Wilson's
behavior described so well -by death and did not pick up again
Marx
in his
essay, "The until he needed it in 1946. DurEighteenth Brumaire"; they play ing the interval he learned virhistorical charades. That is to tually nothing about the Amersay, they take on the symbols of ica around him [ while he develan earlier age in the carrying out oped his tactics for becoming ·a
of their designs. In Nixon's cas~ winner) . That the Great Crash
and the Depression stood as
the rhetoric and the aspirations
come for the Wilsonian -World stark evidence that the laissez
War I era, when Ame -ricans were faire market place dispensed
never more certain of the worth- gratuitous suffering to many as
iness of their system and their well as great success to a few was
Anglo-Saxon values in compari- lost on him. Furthermore, the
son to those of other ethnic need to guarantee equal starting
points in the Great Test, which
groups and nation states .
Wills is particularly effective is what the New Deal attempted
in appraising Nixon's formative more than any_thing, could make
years: his Irish Quaker upbring- no impression on Nixon either.
ing ("wet" Quaker in the tradi- During those very years he had
tion of Ben Franklin's Th e Way come to believe that one's starting point was far less important
to Wealth rather than the "dry"
of William Penn's Holy Experi- than one's desire to succeed in
ment to eliminate poverty or determining the outcome of the
John Woolman's A Plea f or the Great Test.
Poor) and his career at Whittier
Nixon was, therefore , imCollege (football sub, diligent · munized
conceptually
and
debater , actor, and student). The psychologically from the meandominant characteristics that de- ing of the New Deal. He was
fined themselves at home and at thus free to believe in America
college were a desire to "get more than V oorhis,-for the very
somewhere" and a willingness _to reason that he understood it less.
work untiringly at it . From that What was of central importance
period on Nixon drove himself to Nixon was Voorhis' "ques-

rob the public of their votes. where"
became increasingly
As Wills points out, Nixon and identified with being a winner.
much of the voting public de- These commitments carried him
served each other, even though
to success at Duke Law School ,
both shall probably always be a commission in the U.S. Navy
insulted
by the suggestion.
during World War Il, and ultiNixon manifested during the mately into the natural arena for
campaign his deep personal in- his kind of machismo, politics.
vestment in the credo of nineIn 1946 Nixon won a Conteenth and e;uly twentieth cen- gressional seat in southern Calitury Liberalism, and a siz,eable fornia from Jerry Voorhis, a
number of voters hankered to brilliant and romantic New Dealbelieve that those precepts were er , who before becoming an
active supporter of Roosevent's
still viable in the 1960's inspite
of alarming evidence to the contrary. In short, Nixon's running
for the Presidency at all was the
important thing. His bid repreby Joan
sented the continuing proof that
America was a land of opportunIf you don't see a lot of
ity for anyone who had the Juniors around in the morning
ambition · and stick-to-itiveness
or at lunch this semester it's not
to achieve. For in reality, Nixon that they've all taken the year
wanted the Presidency more abroad or run away from school ,
than anyone wanted to deprive but it's due to the new Core III
him of it in 1968.
student teaching policies and ·
By the lights of the Nixon student teaching for. Juniors who
nee-Liberalism American society
are minoring .
is seen as a testing ground for
Junior Core is quite difindividual character iri which the ferent from previous Cores. Each
qualities necessary to become a section of Core is divided i'n half ,
winner are honed. The de~igna- the first half teaching five morntion "winner" and "goo9 per- ings a week and the other half
son" are quite interch,aµ_g~!i
,ble. , ll-Vit\g
: ,a 1r9ur ~e ,in Education
And, lest hard facts destroy the Psychology _. At the end of .the
theory, good neo-Liberals sel- eighth week of the semester the
dom recognize the mjllions of sections will switch. Juniors are
. persons excluded from the op- teaching in Newton, Arlington
portunity structure _bec.ause of and Wayland as well as other
their ~thnic or s_oci_o-eponomic .communities.
liabilities in the ., Great Test.
The · _one problem which
America is a unique crucible for arose by having Core set up this
decent character development
way was the five mqrnings . out in
and deserves to sta~d as an the field. Two years ago all
example to the rest of the world. Juniors, regardless of if they
Of cour~e, to ~a'intain this . were minoring or not, students
vision of our country ·in the face taught for eight weeks. Last year ·
of more than thirty mi_llion per- girls taking Core III taught two
sons living in poverty in our or three days a week , and many
cities and countrysides, black wer e dis satisfied with it. By the
ghettoes in every large city time you get to be a Junior, one
seething with justifiable resentor two days in the field isn' t
ment, the pursuit of a neo- enough. So, thanks to a lot of

exemplified in his onetime curiosity about socialism. This was
the
issue - the questionable
loyalty of Americans of New
Deal liberal or socialist leanings
- that Nixon would exploit relentlessly as the Nation slipped
into a Red Scare induced by the
Cold War of the late 1940's and
early 195 O.'s.
If riding the Red Scare was
what it took to win, then Nixon,
fn character, would do it more
(Please· turn to page 6}
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Backasswards
by Sue Strouse
On March 8, 1972 Albert And show the world my other
Cullum spoke to a group of self .
Lesley girls in · White Hall I'm not quite sure of me you
Lounge . Al Cullum
possesses see,
the ability to hold the attention
When I have to make a clown of
of an audience without letting me.
the1r minds wander. Mr. Cullum A clown, a clown,
is presently teaching at the Her- I think I'll be a clown.
bert H. Lehman College of the
I think I'll make the people ·
City University of New York .
laugh
Cullum said in his opening
· and laugh all over town .
lines that "the worst thing a
A clown, that's what I'll be . . . a
teacher can do is to bore a class clown.
and that he would try not to
bore us ." Mr. Cullum never came Sometimes I feel all good inside,
And haven't got a thing to hide.
close to doing that.
Mr. Cullum told the audi- My friends all tell me I'm the
ence that teacher training should best,
be finding out how great the They think I'm better than the
individual is. You have to find rest .
the greatness within yourself in It's times like this I act myself ,
order to teach. It is that time And let the clown stay on the
when you forget how great you shelf.
actually are that you should get Myself, Myself,
out of teaching. "The key to I think I'll be myself.
teacher education is the thing I think I'll let the people see
the comfortable inside of me.
within us ." Mr. Cullum did not
go on to say what that thing Myself ... I'll be myself.
It's only when I feel let down,
was.
I might be scared into a clown ,
Al Cullum feels that "teaching is backasswards." He also But he can be himself . ..
feels that "our development over When I can be .. .
our four years at Lesley should Myself, Myself .. .
I think I'll be myself!
be more than the methodology
Cullum feels that The Clown
of teaching. It should be finding
in
Me
shows a great philosophy
out who you are and ~hat you
of how children actually are.
believe in."
Mr. Al Cullum feels that
Cullum feels that we can't
prepare for the future because teacher education should be putting on plays , dance recitals, art
we don't know what the future
is. We can only prepare for now. exhibits etc. He feels that as
He also said that the now is what soon-to-be teachers we could
benefit and help our students to
is most important.
Mr. Cullum goes on to say develop a sense of creativity that
that "everyone who goes into is so often stifled. Mr. Cullum
teaching should experience fail- left with us a ditto on his philoure." The reality of a child's sophy on education. I'll present
it to ou aa som.e ·
I

school the way he entered ." In
other words, a child should still
have the curiosity that was born
within him . A child 's strengths
should be developed , not his
weaknesses.
Concerning teaching, Cullufn says that "if you ever find
out what teaching is all about
then it is time to get out. He also
feels that "learning takes place
with some amount of confusion." Cullum feels that a parent
should .\rnow the teacher and her
philosophy of teaching before
they let the child stay in that
class . He also stated that the
Katz
teacher should know the parents
planning by the two Core teachviews in the same manner.
ing teams (Joe Harvey & Avis
Cullum's use of audio-visual
Brenner, Lucy Ullman & · Judy
aids made the program a rich
Grant) and two very frustrating,
one for learning. Two songs that
yet productive meetings with
I would like to share with the
Juniors , the five mornings a Lesley Community
are The
week out was agreed upon. As I . Clown in Me and Troll Talk .
said previously, this caused probTROLL TALK
lem s. Electives had to be sched- Shidely dum di mooley,
uled for afternoons which made Moddily dum di shid ze boom
it hard .fo~ girls who still had boom,
require .men ts or make-ups to ful- Shidely dum di mooley, tooley
fill. Hopefully, everything was Moodily troll di boom
straightened out.
Repeat
Integrated into Junior Core Shidely moodeley, moodeley,
is micro-teaching - watching your- moodeley
'·''
' _ Roo4eJy ,tr,<;>
11di,~</P,Il1,_rni:1ru,., ",
self on TV.
• M C 11
fl T,alk -ts
T
i..·
·
d
all
ro
r. u urns
T n1s 1s a goo way to actu Y
favorite song - because it is a
see yourself teaching and to critnon-sense song that says so
icize yoursel f ; to view how you
much .
come across when presenting a
THE CLOWN IN ME
lesson to a small group of
children.
A clown, a clown
I think I'll be a clown
Teaching five mornings a I think I'll make the people
week is a totally new and excit- laugh
ing experience . Feeling a part of
and laugh all over town .
the classroom and getting to see A clown, that's what I'll be .. . a
what happens day by day can clown.
never be achieved by being in a
I feel when I'm
classro om one day a week . Sometimes
afraid,
Enough with the theorizing ...
let me get out and teach!!! It's That I will never make the grade.
So I pretend I'm someone else
being done!

Where have all the Juniors gone?

about.

A PHILOSOPHY

OF EDUCA-

TION
Elementary school children
respond to greatness . . . great
literature . . . great art, great
music .. . great thoughts. They
have a keen understanding of the
heroic deed and a delicious sense
of humor.
We as educators should be
very careful not to harness them
to our mediocre charts, pace,
routines,
antiquated
curriculums, compromises, and most
certainly our realistic worlds.
Too often we assume that
the student sitting before us will
become our secretaries, our business men, our homemakers, our
custodians, our school teachers,
our doctors, our lawyers of
tomorrow .. . rather than assuming that these students might
become our poets of tomorrow,
our philosophers of tomorrow ,
or even our day dreamers of
tomorrow .
Students ih so many of our
schools are incidental trinkets
lost in the maze of educational
jargon called basic skills , clinics,
id.ea.ls, responsibility, ·discipline,
and the so called preparation for
the cruel outside world . The
_outsi?e world is a world of much
creativ1ty and not a world of
,.
. . _, ,
quiet conformity as depicted in ·
so many of our public school
workbook blanks .
To All Members of the Lesley
College Community :
The Pendulum Literary
Magazine of Lesley College
would like to have your
Poetry,
Prose, Art Work,
Photography,
or Children's
Writing for the May, 1972
issue .
Please submit as soon as
possible to
Gail Battista
Court Hall
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equally dutifully took over the
mantel of Republican Party leader - with all the attendant chores
of traveling to party functions,
speech making , and small talking- once Goldwater had disappeared from public prominence in 1965.
Having decided to make
another run for the Presidency
in 1968, Nixon knew that he
needed a new "game plan" to
insure victory. The old, redbaiting Nixon would not be
enough. What was needed was a
new Nixon, a Nixon of reconciliation, of faith and hope in
America . What the American
voters would be looking for was
a pursuasive middle way between the rantings of George
Wallace on the Right and the
New Culture freaks on the Left.
With ·this in . mind a wellpa ckaged message of faith in the
real America would allow Nixon
to seem to be leading the nation
away from the precipices of extremism and back to normalcy.
Everything had to be normal even to the point of Nixon
"campaigning"
and achieving
"victory" in several primaries in
which he had no opponent. The
public must be lolled back to the
rhythms of an imagined earlier
day
when
the comfortable
American had a right to be
complacent and to have faith in
the political and economic system that did so well by him. In
sum , the Nixon game plan would
call forth one more outpouring
of self-serving affirmation in the
goodness of American from

those to whom it had been good.
That this gave such an anachronistic
dimension
to the
Nixon campaign largely explains
why it appeared both comic and
criminal to its detractors . These
subtleties are grist for Wills'
highly toned analytical mill. Me
plumbs the mindless and tasteless Republica National Convention in Miami Beach for the
inept escape from reality that it
\\l_as for hundreds of plump,
middle-aged , middle Americans .
Yet, Wills' razor can cut even
deeper. While the pathos and
comedy of tht:; gaudy benediction in Miami Beach_ were running th·eir predictable course to
Nixon's · acceptance
speech
("You can see why I believe so
deeply
in the
American
dream .. ."), across the bay in
Miami proper the frustrated
black ghetto was erupting into
violence, in yet a different testa ment to America's meaning.
N ixon Agonistes is crammed
with profound insights into personal character and institutions .
And, along with the considerable
outrage and sheer intellectual
savor Wills provides, he also displays acute understl!Jlding of the
ironies of American life and is
not above evoking hilarity at
times - his metaphorical
treatment of George Wallace as a
sleazy gas station attendant
comes to mind. Wills has .given
us an insightful, provoking , always crisp and engaging tour de
force of the way of American
politics and the ever-present
Richard Nixon .~

the statement issued by a task
force of the White House Con ference on Youth . Under the
austere umbrella of that title,
the group issued a statement
(not, be it observed, put to a
vote of all tile delegates) which
said that tile present system of
tenure "protects poor teachers
and administrators"
and "puts
the burden of success solely
upon the student." When we
consider
the
circumstances
under which the group deliberated , arid the shorttime they
were in session, we must see that
we cannot · weigh their conclusions very heavily.
Probably the best and deepest study is that · made by the
University Committee on Govemance of Harvard University.
This committee considered the
matter of tenure so important
that they issued a special bookJet embodying their statement
on the subject. I would be happy
to make the text available to any
interested person. While suggesting some changes they defend
the institution of tenure . Let me
quote three passages :
One
of
the
seldomacknowledged virtues of tenure
. is that it serves to insulate a
faculty
member,
somewhat,
from direct economic pressures.
Without the security of tenure
he might well be inspired to
develop other sources of income
-as often through profitable but
. intellectually ·unrewarding publication as through consultative
arrangements with non-academic
enterprises - against the day
when he and his mode of intel lectual endeavor might be judged
outmoded or unneeded by th e
institution.
In thi s regard , tenur e has
served as both ba dge and guaran to r of instituti on al loyalty, as an
aspe ct o f tha t covenant in and
. through wh ich pro fessors make a
commitment to their university
far transcending the usual employee-employer
relationship,
and akin to that of a minister

called to a particular church . In
tlie absence of tenure, and with
only short-term contractual arrangements governing the teacher's relationship to the University, it would seem plausible that
tile teacher's loyalty to Harvard
-which seems to many to have
diminished over the past several
. decades-would
give way even
further. And finally, a university
without tenure runs the gravest
of all risks - a faculty whose extramural commitments
are so
dominant and so unbalanced by
institutional loyalties that its objectivity in teaching is sacrificed,
its scholarly
or professional
opinions skewed, consciously or
unconsciously, by a felt need to
· curry external favor. ...
. . . Empirically, it simply
does not seem to be the case at
Harvard that tenure leads to
stasis , to mindless duplication of
old course-material. It has more
often provided that sense of
freedom-with-security which liberates the energies of Faculty
members for not only intellectual experiment but even for
otherwise chancy pedagogical
.ventur~s .. .
Finally, it should be stressed
that one of the most valuable
implications of a tenure system
is that it forces an institution to :
make
hard
and important
choices in its selection of personnel. It would no doubt be possible for Harvard to devise a panoply of · review pro~edures, governing the miqdle years of a
tenured professor's life , that
would in effect place every
faculty member on term appointment . It would do so, how ever, at an immense cost, to the
insti tuti on as well as to those
who serve on its fa culties - losing
both inte llectual freed om and
ebullien ce, sacrificing com mitme nt , loyalty , and the willingness of .Harvard profes sors to
serve the University in ways that
are not stipulted and could not
be stipulated in any imaginable
contract . But such a _ system

Nixon

(Continu ed fr om page 5)
diligently than anyone else. Having disposed of Voorhis and having made a national reputa tion
hunting Alger Hiss and other
"reds" and their " fellow travelers" from his safe position on
the House Committee for UnAmerican Activities, Nixon look ed for higher office .
His opponent for the California Senatorial seat in 195 0
was ano ther formidable liberal,
Congresswomen Helen Gahagan
Douglas. With the help of Joe
McCarthy and pink colored campaign literature to emphasize
Mrs. Douglas' "pinko" politics ,
Nixon moved on to the U .S.
Senate and in 1952 to the VicePresidency under Eisenhower.
From there , his inner drive for
the top prize could not be contained . Nixon wanted the Presidency and would be willing to
make any personal sacrifices necessary to get it .
After his defeats by John
Kennedy in 1960 and Edmund
Brown in California in 1962 ,
Nixon putatively "retired " from
politics. He moved to New York,
became a partner in a Wall Street
law firm and set out to acquire
the
one
indispensible
pre requisite for membership in the
power elite - big money. Nixon
became a two-hundred-thousand
dollar a year man and a friend of
John Mitchell. And, it seems
doubtful that he ever gave up his
political ambitions . He dutifully
supported Goldwater's disasterous pres idential bid in 1964 and
Faculty

(Continu ed fr om. page 4 )
that it is riddled with reservations, and specifically applies
only in the classroom . But
genuine
a c ademic
freedom
should apply everywhere, aH tile
time. A scholar/teacher should
be free to speak his mind in
public, in committee and faculty
meetings, across the lunch table,
on or off campus, without fear
that his opinions will endanger
his job security. How -else can
the life of the mind be defended? See Milton , A reopagitica. Who is to judge when a man
has gone too far? The admini- ·
strat ion ? Our administration?
The average quality of the discussion in our faculty and committee meetings - timid, gentle,
some times mealy-mouthed-is
demonstration enough that our
people are afraid to speak their
minds . They are not sure that
they are free to speak, and so
they are not . The economic
whiplash flicks ominously in
their minds' eyes, and they
speak with fear or are silent .
There are exceptions,
thank
God.

One more point, the matter
of tenure , now under serious
attack on this campus and in
some other places . As I remarked above, a very badly constituted committee is " studying" .
the matter. We have done little
real studying. We w·ere fed some
misleading data at the beginning,
and· -have since found and read
(but not truly considered) various statements issued by other
bodies who have , we may hope ,
done their homework.
One such body was the University of Utah Comm ission t o
Study Tenure, whose report was
issued in May, 197 I . Th is seems
to have been a broad and deep
st udy , (I will mak e the text
available to any in te rested _person.) and its recommend at ions
are firmly on the side of a real
tenure system.
On the other side, there is

March 10, 1972
Africa (Continued from page 3)
on the news broadcasts at all, it
during January in order to pur- was very brief. The New York
Times had some fairly intensive
sue studies of modem Ghanaia~
politics , and as it turned out, I analysis , but the coverage of the
news weeklies, or weaklies if you
got a deal more than I bargained
for . From all available evidence , prefer , was very poor . Time
from talking with students, from Magazine in particular was more
reading the local press, from motivated by political consideraspeaking with villagers as well as tions than by any sort of dedicawith urbanites, I became con- tion to objectivity. There were
not more than perhaps four senvinced that Dr. Busia was mighty
unpopular
in the days im- tences in their report of the
mediately prior to the coup . The coup that did not in some way _
economy was in complete dis- contain either misleading inarray, the currency had been formation, slanted phrases, or
devalued ..causing prices to soar, . data of dubious origins.
the labor unions were uneasy
The impact of our press has
about governmental repre ssion, helped to distort our images, and
and the · students were annoyed
so too has the impact of our
at the lip-service being paid to society helped to distort tradithe ideals of freedom and tional African societies. It is a
democracy by Dr. Busia and his most
distressing
aspect of
associates .
modem Africa that although
Coups are not an alien there is almost entirely Black
phenomenon in West Africa, or rule, there is often White conto the rest of the Third World, . trol. This is particularly the case
for that matter, and one could in Francophone Africa, but no
anticipate that something was former colony of any European
going to happen. We were power has been able to escape
awakened at 6 AM that morning .the stranglehold of the colonial
to the sounds of Sousa marches mentality. Governmental strucon the radio, and cheering in the tures and institutions are blindly
dormitory . It had happened . For copied from the West, while
the third time in five years the indiginous political organizations
military had staged a coup in are ignored.
Ghana. It was the second _ suc- (If you would like a more incessful one, and for a period of depth treatment of the events
two days celebration was mini- leading up to the coup in Ghana,
mal due to the fear that a please write me at Box 555
counter coup would be success- Colgate University, Hamilton ,
ful, thus returning
the old New York, 13346.)
regime to power.
The news was received back a recognized bargaining agent for
in this country in a most .disturb- the faculties of 71 colleges and
ing manner. If it was mentioned
universities in the United States.
(See the New York Times,
could be devised and devoted to November 14, 1971) Second in
weeding out a handful of "in- size is the American Federation
competent s," of rectifying the of Teachers , recognized bargain"mistakes" (as when th~ candi- ing agent on 42 campuses. Olddate who, at the age of 35 , est and most conservative is the
promises to be the first in bis AAUP , which has for decades
field is, alas, overtaken a decade been chiefly tm""
or more later), and of thereby academic freedom, but which
guaranteeing that, at Harvard, recently has responded to comnone but the "best" would ever petition and to faculty needs by
indicating its willingness to bebe continued.
I do not know of a single come an active bargaining agent.
careful study that has resulted in It is the recognized agent on
recommendations for the aban- seven campuses.
So! College administrators
donment of tenure or for its
(ours too) · may ;wake some
serious weakening . Adjustment
of the system , yes, and that morning to find themselves facing an organized demand not
should be done here.
There
are two possible just for one thing but for a
motives of our administration's
whole catalogue
of things wanting to destroy or weaken higher pay, more job security,
tenure. ·.One, it would save various fringe benefits, total acamoney. The old professor has demic freedom , a decreased
worked for years for less than work load-the possibilities are
janitor's wages; now that he is endless. And if the demands are
getting almost as much money as rejected-strike!
Isn't that a
a good plumber, he can be fired pretty picture? Will our brass
and some young fellow hired for hats , on that apocalyptic mornperhaps half as much. The arith- ing, wish that they had been
metic is inescapable. The other more
humane,
less powermotive is that people not on hungry?
Probably
not. But
tenure tend to be more docile, they'll bargain, and bargain hard.
.to speak softly or be silent .
Will things be better with a
Again, thank God for the excep- union in the saddle? If we can
tions!
judge from industrial history,
If tenure were abandoned,
some things will be better, some
there would be one more good not so good . Certainly any possireason for the best scholar/ bility of working out a system
teachers
to go elsewhere. for rewarding real merit will be
Faculty are already underpai<!_; long gone. Sometimes I'm glad
loss of job security would be my teaching days will be over
· very like a cut in salary . Real before the union moves in. I
academic freedom would be can't believe I'd like that boss
more and more a muth . Admini- any better than I like my present
strators, already too powerful
bosses . At other times I catch
vis-a-vis the faculty, would gain myself wondering whether I
more power. The faculty would could go to work for NEA as an
move nearer to the status of org'anizer. It would be an excithired hands .
ing life, and I'd me et som e inThere is a for ce waiting in teresting pe ople.
the wings to step on stage when(Tw o more large aspects of
ever condition s on campus be- my subject I shall hope to discome bad· enough. This is the cuss in later issues: f irst, our
teachers ' uni on. There are three
second echelon of admini straof them active in this country
tors - deans, vice-presidents, etc.;
and all three are growing . Larg- finally, our President, who shall
est is the National Education
receive some candid scrutiny, if I
Association, which in 1971 was live to write it.)
{
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